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INTRODUCTION
Amazon Australia is here. And it’s no secret that it’s going to have a significant
impact on the retail industry. In the United States, almost half (43%) of online sales
go through Amazon and Australians already spend $600 million on Amazon in
the US.
According to research from Nielsen, three out of four (75%) Australians say
they are “interested” in Amazon Australia and 56% say they will buy from the
marketplace. And while conversion rates for ecommerce websites sit at less
than 10%, conversions for Australian shoppers on Amazon US are quadruple
that, at 49%, behind eBay (78%) and the popular fashion marketplace The Iconic
(53%). So, whether you sit on the ‘for’ or ‘fear’ side of the fence, the reality is that
Amazon Australia will affect retailers no matter what.
In this guide, you will find answers to all of your burning Amazon questions, as
well as helpful information and tips to help you succeed on the platform.
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AMAZON IN
AUSTRALIA

(WHAT THIS MEANS FOR RETAILERS)
Amazon is a global marketplace with over 300 million active users in over 189
countries. Known for their cheap prices and fast shipping, Amazon began selling
books in 1995 and now sells ‘literally everything’ from electronics and clothing
to television and music streaming, and even fresh food. Valued at over US$500
billion—beaten only by Apple, Microsoft and Alphabet (Google)—Amazon now
has Australia under its belt. So what does this mean for retailers?
Amazon will potentially take a big bite out of the Australian retail market—an
AU$12 billion bite, which is causing some retailers to become concerned about the
market change. One way in which Amazon will impact Australian ecommerce
businesses is by dominating search results. However, there is no reason to panic,
as the saying goes, 'If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em'. Amazon Australia is a lucrative
marketplace for all retailers, especially the smaller ones because of the nationwide
access to millions of potential customers.
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WHY SELL ON
AMAZON AUSTRALIA?
Sell to an existing audience
Australia tends to lag way behind America for most things; Netflix, movie
releases, retail outlets (think H&M and Sephora). This means that when things
like Netflix and Amazon finally hit our shores, we are well and truly ready and
raring to go. This, compounded with the competitive pricing, fast delivery times
and high standard of customer service that Amazon is known for, means that it
won’t take long for Amazon to build up a large customer base, and when you’re
selling on Amazon - their shoppers are your shoppers.
Getting the word out about your webstore can be a tough, not to mention
expensive gig, and it takes a while to build momentum, so jumping on board
Amazon Australia will give you instant access to a wider audience than
ever before.

Marketplaces are increasing in popularity
Some shoppers will exclusively use a single marketplace, such as Amazon, eBay
or Catch Of The Day. For others, it’s their first port of call. Our recent research
with Telstra showed that marketplaces are the most popular place to buy on.
So if you want to reach these online shoppers and make them your customers,
you need to be in these key marketplaces.
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Search behaviour is changing
The product search behaviour of customers has shifted in the past few years
and Google isn’t necessarily the first stop anymore. In fact, Amazon has
established itself as the number one entry point for product searches in the
US - with over half of product searches beginning on Amazon, and a similar
development could happen in the Australian market with Amazon Australia.

Gain the first mover advantage
Like the US, Amazon Australia's marketplace will utilise single product level
listings generated from multiple sellers’ data. Joining early will increase the
chance that your data is used to help populate the listing, providing you with
a unique opportunity to control how and at what price your products
are displayed.

Start building a long term sales history - now
Another advantage of the Amazon Australia launch is the fact that sellers don’t
currently have a sales history—so it’s a level playing field. The seller history is an
important Amazon evaluation tool and plays a big role at Amazon in terms of
winning the Buy Box (more on this later). Start now to create a valuable sales
history with a long-term benefit.
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HOW TO BE
SUCCESSFUL ON
AMAZON AUSTRALIA
Amazon’s marketplace gives customers a single storefront to search or
browse for products across all of the individual retail stores it hosts. Retailers on
Amazon sometimes seem more like suppliers for Amazon’s brand, and it’s rare
for Amazon shoppers to go browsing a single retailer’s products. But this isn’t
all bad news, rather it reinforces the importance of understanding how Amazon
works, and optimising for Amazon search to give yourself the best chance
of success.

Select which products to sell
Before getting started with Amazon it’s important to decide which of your
products you’d like to sell. The best way to do this is to use a combination of
research and sales data:
4 R
 esearch how products similar to your own have performed in Amazon US.
Is there an appetite for your products on the giant marketplace?
4 Look at your own sales data when deciding which products to sell on
Amazon and which products to sell through other channels, such as your
online store or alternative marketplaces.
This is an effective Amazon strategy because it tailors your product offerings to
the customers each channel is already attracting.
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Getting your products seen on Amazon
Amazon search is a powerful tool; just like Google searches return pages
with higher domain authority, traffic and quality content, as your product on
Amazon obtains more page views, sales and product reviews, it will rise within
the search results. This is referred to as ‘Amazon SEO’, and like Google search,
is determined by a range of complex algorithms. Although only Amazon
knows the exact science behind these algorithms, following the steps below is
a good place to start.

1. Optimise your product listing
4 M
 ake your category terms and keywords accurate - Select precise
categories and choose the most accurate keywords; this will help customers
narrow their search and easily identify relevant products.
4 Create descriptive titles - Long titles with product features prominently
described rank well above the simple, short ones, but don’t make them too
long (consider mobile). Amazon gives you templates to get you started on
this help page.
4 Communicate through images - Sellers have nine image slots for each
product on Amazon. Pictures should be professional, showcasing the
products from different angles and in good lighting.
4 C
 reate a rich listing description - If your text here finishes the story that
your images began, you are setting yourself up for success on Amazon.
4 H
 ighlight your product’s benefits - Unless you are talking to a highly
technical audience, you want to use your feature section to underline the
benefits of your product as much as possible.
4 Research your competition - research brands that are doing well in your
product category and what sets them apart, and then do it better!

2. Product reviews
Building up positive product reviews is a key component of the Amazon game
as they boost your search rankings and improve buyer confidence. These can
be obtained using a variety of tactics, but we recommend starting with selling
quality products and delivering quick, top-notch customer service.
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3. Market your product
Another tactic to help get your products discovered on Amazon is paid
advertising. Amazon offers two types of pay per click sponsored ads:
4 Sponsored Products for promoting individual listings within the feed

4 Headline Search Ads for brand owners to promote their brand and product
portfolio

Similar to Google Adwords, you set your own budget and bid on relevant
keywords to get your products in front of new customers.

Tip: Be sure to set goals for your campaigns, and regularly check in so that
you can measure the success of your spend.
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4. Price competitively
Price is the number one reason shoppers use Amazon. Every time your customers
search for your products on Amazon, they’ll see alternative suggestions from
your competitors at the same time, so sellers have to compete on price.

Unlike your own webstore, where you can differentiate your offering with
customer service and support, price is the main differentiator on Amazon,
and you’ll find it hard to get ahead of your competitors unless you’re willing
to sell your products at a lower margin. On the same token, there’s no point
selling if it’s not profitable or unsustainable, so monitor your competitors, assess
your profit margins and price accordingly.
Tip: Check your agreements with manufacturers and suppliers to ensure you
aren’t pricing your products below their stated Minimum Advertised
Pricing (MAP).
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5. Customer Service
Maintaining good ratings can make or break your success on Amazon—
Feedvisor’s 2016 study of Amazon shoppers revealed that 87% of shoppers on
Amazon sometimes or always check seller ratings before buying, so a good rule
of thumb for customer service is to be proactive, efficient, and to go the extra
mile at every touchpoint.

Remember, that the customers you service through Amazon are ultimately
Amazon’s customers, not yours. Amazon collects a massive amount of search
and shopping cart data about them, but it doesn’t necessarily share that data
with you. So you’ll need to get creative to encourage shoppers to directly share
their information with you.
Tip: Amazon has tight regulations around what you can and can’t do when
it comes to communicating with customers, so make sure your tactics
are all above board.
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Win the Amazon Buy Box
A reported 82% of Amazon’s sales come through the Amazon Buy Box — the
yellow, rectangle ‘Add to Cart’ button that appears on a product’s main page.
As multiple sellers can offer the same product for sale and there is only a single
main product page, Amazon gives sellers the opportunity to compete for a
‘share’ of the coveted Buy Box.
So how do you win the buy box? No one knows for certain the winning formula,
as Amazon keeps this algorithm close to their chest, but we’ve searched far and
wide for a few pointers to increase your chances.

First, check that you are eligible to win the Buy Box:
4 Y
 ou have a professional seller account - in the US, there are two types of
seller accounts - individual and professional. Only sellers who have upgraded
to a ‘Professional Seller’ account are eligible for the Buy Box.
4 Your items are new - only brand new items can win the Buy Box.
4 Y
 our products are in stock - you cannot win the Buy Box for products that
aren’t in stock, so ensure you manage your inventory effectively to ensure
your most popular products are available.

Second, take a look at these four areas of your Amazon strategy: (which,
incidentally, aren’t too dissimilar from our tips for the previous section ‘how to
get your products seen on Amazon’).
4 Competitive pricing - Although listings that win the Buy Box are typically
the lowest priced, it’s important to note that the Buy Box depends on both
price and seller metrics, so if you have top seller metrics, then you can offer
a higher price and still win the box.
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4 S
 eller history - Merchants with longer, positive selling histories are more
likely to win the Buy Box than those with shorter histories, which reinforces
that the earlier you get on Amazon the better.
4 C
 ustomer service and reviews - Customer reviews are central to the Amazon
platform, and undoubtedly affect a seller’s ability to win the Buy Box. Keep
your customers satisfied by:
4 Proactively communicating with them about their orders if there are
delays or issues via the Buyer-Seller messaging service
4 S
 hipping products quickly so that they arrive by the estimated delivery
date
	
4 Responding to queries in a timely, professional manner - some sources
say that replying in under 12 hours can increase your chances of winning
the Buy Box
4 R
 ectifying problems quickly, and issuing refunds where necessary
(work to minimise your your cancellation and refund rates overall)
4 D
 on’t give up! It can be challenging to master the Buy Box and it’s easy
to get defeated. The beauty of Amazon Australia is that all sellers will be
starting from square one.
While the exact formula for winning the buy box is unknown, the above strategy
will at the very least help ensure your customers are satisfied, and that can never
be a bad thing!

Measure everything
Developing a successful Amazon strategy can involve quite a bit of trial and
error. Be sure to control your trials by only testing a single variable at a time, so
that you know what’s actually working, and don’t forget to measure your sales
results before and after making any changes.
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AMAZON FAQS
Now that we've covered why to sell on Amazon Australia
and how to be successful on Amazon Australia, let's
run through some of the most common questions.

How do I sell on Amazon
Australia?
4 A
 ccess to the Marketplace is currently by invitation only. You can apply for
early access here.
4 Once approved, create an account and set up your seller profile.
4 Finally, create your product listing and begin selling. If you are an existing
Neto retailer, you will be able to sell products on Amazon from right within
the Neto platform with our Amazon Australia native integration. If not, start
a free trial with Neto to seamlessly manage listings, customers, sales and
get one step ahead of your competitors.

What is Amazon Marketplace?
Amazon Marketplace provides businesses a model where they can use the
Amazon platform to market and sell their own goods, similar to eBay, Etsy and
Gumtree. Retailers set their own pricing and take care of inventory, fulfilment and
shipping (unless they use Fulfillment By Amazon, which hasn’t been confirmed
for launch in Australia).

What’s the difference between a first party and
third party seller?
You have two choices for selling with Amazon; you can either sell directly to
Amazon’s customers on the Amazon Marketplace as a retailer (third party
seller), or you can sell your products directly to Amazon as a vendor (first party
seller). Amazon’s retail team buy products from vendors at wholesale prices and
resells them under their own brand name to customers on the marketplace.

How much does it cost to sell on Amazon?
Retailers will pay $49.95 a month to sell on the Marketplace as a third party
seller, and Amazon will take a 6-15% cut off the top of sales, depending on the
product category.
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What is Amazon Prime?
Amazon Prime is a paid membership
program that gives members a range
of benefits, deals and discounts
including video and music streaming,
free shipping and fast delivery - same
day or even two hour delivery on certain
items in the US.
An Amazon Prime membership costs our US counterparts US$99 per year,
and Prime members are reported to spend double that of non members.
It is unclear when Amazon Prime will launch in Australia.

I’m a Neto seller, will I need a separate Neto
platform for Amazon?
No. Neto is an all-in-one platform, which means that you can connect Amazon
to all of your existing channels. Depending on your plan, this may be included
but if not, it's just $49 per month.

Can I control what and how much I sell on
Amazon from Neto?
Yes. Our integration with Amazon allows close control over your inventory so
that you can choose not only what products to sell on Amazon, but also establish
buffers that save stock for other channels.

Will I be able to sell in the US through Amazon
Australia?
Unfortunately not. Amazon is launching a separate Marketplace in Australia
which means that you will not be able to sell on Amazon.com. The good
news is that Amazon has confirmed that Australian vendors will have access
to international markets through Amazon Australia. Additionally, Neto will be
launching an integration with Amazon US shortly which will allow you to sell on
Amazon.com.
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How do I use (FBA) fulfilment by Amazon?
Fulfilment by Amazon is a warehousing and customer fulfilment solution offered
by Amazon to merchants that allows sellers to generate more sales without
having to worry about the logistics. As a retailer you can send your products to
an Amazon fulfilment centre and they will store your inventory, pick, pack, and
ship your products to customers, and take care of your customer service and
returns, all without you having to step foot in a warehouse.
There is no minimum quantity or SKU count. The caveat to this is that using
Amazon FBA will actually reduce your freight volume. So, although FBA makes
shipping simpler for you, it might also make it harder to negotiate cheaper deals
with your existing freight partners.
Amazon FBA is rumoured to be launching mid to late 2018.
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GET ON AMAZON
WITH NETO
The only way Australian retailers will continue to compete in the new environment
is by understanding how Amazon operates and why it is such an appealing
marketplace for consumers, and then building Amazon Australia into your omnichannel strategy.
Treat Amazon like another tool in your toolkit.
At Neto, we‘ve been helping stores sell on eBay, and through online and physical
stores for over eight years, and now we are helping retailers get on Amazon. Our
Amazon integration helps retailers to sell products on Amazon while managing
inventory and orders in one central location.
If you’re interested in selling on Amazon then start a free trial with Neto or talk to
one of our experts on 1300 730 300.

START NETO FREE
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